H igh intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) therapy is a noninvasive ablation method in which ultrasound energy from an extracorporeal source is focused within the body to locally ablate tissue at the focus without damaging surrounding tissues (1, 2) . HIFU is most widely used to thermally ablate a variety of both benign and malignant tumors including uterine fibroids, prostate cancer, liver tumors, and other solid tumors that are accessible to ultrasound energy (3) (4) (5) (6) . It has been shown that HIFU therapy improves survival rates in certain oncological applications and improves outcomes in the treatment of benign conditions (1, 5) . Unlike other ablation modalities, such as radiofrequency (RF) or laser ablation, HIFU is completely noninvasive, yet can be used to target deep tissue, which is particularly important in the treatment of many brain disorders. The results of a recent clinical trial of transcranial HIFU for the successful treatment of essential tremor in 15 patients is an incredible milestone demonstrating the potential of this technology (7) . HIFU targeting is usually performed by using either magnetic resonance (MR) imaging or B-mode ultrasound imaging (3, 8) . Neither method allows for direct visualization of the treated volume; however, MR thermometry is capable of providing tissue temperature maps during treatment, which can be correlated to the thermal dose and permits the ablated tissue volume to be calculated.
In recent years, attention has been drawn to the use of HIFUinduced bubble formation for mechanical tissue disruption so as to facilitate drug delivery to tumors, or to temporarily open the blood-brain barrier (9, 10) . At its extreme, bubble activity can cause complete homogenization (liquefaction) of tissue. In particular, controllable, localized ex vivo tissue lysis has been achieved through the generation of a millimeter-size boiling bubble and its interaction with the HIFU field (11) . The underlying physical mechanism can be described as follows: When high acoustic pressure waves propagate through water or tissue to the focus, nonlinear effects lead to the transformation of the initial sine wave generated by the transducer into a sawtooth-shaped shock wave in the focal region. Absorption of ultrasound energy at the shock front is very large, because the shock contains a large number of higher harmonics of the operational frequency and absorption in tissue increases with frequency (2) . In strongly focused HIFU beams, the shock fronts typically form within the focal region; therefore, enhanced and efficient heating occurs only at the focus, leading to temperatures more than 100°C, superheated tissue, and explosive localized boiling. This localized boiling can occur in as short a time as a few milliseconds (12) . The resultant explosion of the millimeter-sized boiling bubble, and its subsequent interaction with the incoming shocks, cause mechanical erosion of the tissue in the focal region and Significance High intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) therapy is a promising, clinically adopted method of noninvasive tissue ablation used to treat both benign and malignant conditions. This work presents, to our knowledge, the first in vivo validation of a previously developed HIFU-based method that allows for noninvasive fractionation of targeted tissue into subcellular debris-boiling histotripsy-in a large animal model. While fractionating the targeted soft tissue, boiling histotripsy is shown to spare the adjacent connective tissue structures such as blood vessels. The process can be readily targeted and monitored by B-mode ultrasound. The resulting tissue debris are liquid, which provides a potential clinical benefit over thermal ablation in the treatment of tumors that exert uncomfortable pressure on surrounding tissues.
ultimately its complete fractionation (11) . When the HIFU pulse parameters are controlled so that the pulse length is not much longer than the time to boil, t b , and the pulse repetition frequency is low enough to avoid heat accumulation, thermal injury to tissue is negligible. As demonstrated in our previous work, the result of the pulsing protocol shown in Fig. 1B in ex vivo tissues was a void filled with cell homogenate with no signs of thermal damage to the tissue surrounding the void (13) . The current understanding of the mechanism through which the millimetersized boiling bubble disrupts tissue into submicron-sized fragments is that a miniature acoustic fountain forms inside the boiling bubble because of the pressure release interface (tissuevapor) encountered by incoming HIFU shock waves (Fig. 1C ) (14) . Capillary instabilities and cavitation within the fountain leads to tissue atomization, which is similar to the process of water atomization in ultrasonic air humidifiers (14) . We term the approach described above as "boiling histotripsy," in contrast to the previously reported HIFU procedure called "histotripsy," in which much shorter (microsecond-as opposed to millisecond-duration) pulses are used to generate a cavitation cloud in tissue and the activity of the cloud (as opposed to a boiling bubble) is used for tissue erosion (15) . Cavitation-cloud histotripsy has been recently demonstrated in vivo for the fragmentation of rabbit kidney (16) , canine prostate (17) , and porcine liver (18) . The treatment was shown to be well tolerated; however, to achieve the focal peak negative pressures sufficient for cavitation cloud formation, very large and highly focused (f-number 0.8) transducers are required, as well as the amplifiers capable of providing extremely high instantaneous power (on the order of several kilowatts). Boiling histotripsy requires significantly less power (on the order of hundreds of watts), making it possible to implement it clinically by using commercially available HIFU systems (19, 20) . Moreover, the requirements on the size, focusing gain (f-number 1), and frequency of the HIFU source are less restrictive, which is an advantage when only a limited acoustic window is available. It has also been shown that both boiling histotripsy and cavitation cloud histotripsy procedures can be targeted and monitored with B-mode ultrasound, because both boiling bubbles and cavitation bubble clouds are highly reflective (11) .
The first goal of this study was to investigate the feasibility of the boiling histotripsy treatment in vivo in a large animal model under ultrasound image guidance. The second goal was to validate in vivo the approach to the choice of the treatment protocol parameters (e.g., pulse duration, duty factor, focal pressure levels), which was proposed in our prior ex vivo studies (11) . The latter aim required the side-by-side comparison of the outcomes of the different boiling histotripsy protocols in vivo and ex vivo in terms of the lesion size, shape, and content.
Results
A hand-held 2-MHz focused ultrasound transducer with a 64-mm diameter and radius of curvature was operated at the acoustic output power of 240 W to provide an in situ focal pressure waveform with an 87-102 MPa shock front (Fig. S1 ). Different pulsing schemes with 1-to 500-ms-long pulses and 0.1-10 Hz repetition rate (duty factor was kept constant at 0.01) were applied for 50 s to produce boiling histotripsy lesions with varying degrees of thermal damage in the livers of 100-to 150-pound domestic swine. The transducer had a central opening that allowed for coaxial positioning of an ultrasound imaging probe (ATL P4-2 probe, used with Phillips HDI-5000 imaging system) for targeting and treatment guidance. The liver was externalized before the HIFU treatment, and the transducer was attached to a watercoupling cone, sealed with an elastic membrane, and brought into direct contact with the liver lobe, as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. S2 . The externalization was done for precise localization and characterization of the lesions after treatment-the position of the coupling cone was marked with ink on the liver surface after each exposure. Several (two to five) exposures were performed at distinct locations on one of the liver lobes. With variability in liver lobe thickness, the focal depth varied within 5-18 mm by changing the water pressure inside the coupling cone. Immediately after exposures, the liver was excised, and boiling histotripsy lesions were produced ex vivo in a separate lobe by using the same exposure parameters. In several cases, the lesions (both in vivo and ex vivo) were bisected and photographed to observe the gross damage to tissue. Otherwise, the liver tissue cuboids of approximately 2 cm 3 containing the lesions were collected, snap frozen, and sectioned longitudinally to the lesion for histological examination.
B-Mode Ultrasound Allows for Treatment Planning, Targeting, and
Monitoring in Real Time. The ultrasound imaging system was operated in B mode throughout the HIFU exposure. Because a millimeter-sized boiling bubble is highly reflective for acoustic waves, it is displayed as an echogenic region on grayscale B-mode ultrasound (Fig. 2) . First, one probe HIFU pulse was radiated and the appearance of this hyperechoic region was used as an indicator of whether the boiling temperature was reached during one pulse exposure. If the hyperechoic region was not observed, the pulse duration was slightly increased, and the probe pulse was delivered again. This procedure measured the time to boil, t b , which is an essential parameter for pulsing protocol design. According to our previous findings in ex vivo tissue, the ratio between the time to reach boiling, t b , and the pulse duration, τ, determines the treatment outcome, along with the duty factor (ratio of the pulse duration and the pulse repetition period) (11, 13) . In accordance with theoretical estimations, t b The idea behind boiling-histotripsy exposures is to make use of highly nonlinear ultrasound waves that form at the HIFU focus and contain shock fronts. Ultrasound absorption at the shock fronts in tissue is very efficient, which leads to temperature elevations up to 100°C in a matter of milliseconds in a very small volume around the focus, where shocks are present. A large boiling bubble then forms at the HIFU focus, and its interaction with the remainder of the incident HIFU pulse leads to tissue fractionation. To avoid thermal effects on tissue, short HIFU pulses (1-10 ms) and long intervals between the pulses (0.1-1 s) were used. Each exposure lasted for 50 s, and then the transducer was moved to another spot on the liver. (C) Explosive growth of the millimeter-sized boiling bubble and its interaction with the HIFU field causes the breakdown of tissue into submicrometer fragments. The hypothesized physical mechanism behind tissue fractionation is the formation of a miniature acoustic fountain within the boiling bubble and ultrasound-induced tissue atomization.
varied within 0.9-1.5 ms, depending on the depth of the focus. Throughout the 50-s exposure, the size and location of the hyperechoic region on the B-mode image corresponded well to the size and location of the resulting lesion, within the resolution of the ultrasound imaging system. Because of the poorer lateral resolution (2.5 mm) compared with the axial resolution (1.5 mm) of the ultrasound image, the hyperechoic region was somewhat distorted (broadened) compared with the resulting lesion (21) . The average lesion dimensions, estimated from the histological images, were 6.1 ± 0.5 mm axially and 3.8 ± 0.5 mm laterally, whereas the average hyperechoic region on the ultrasound images, estimated at the mean background brightness level, was 6.5 ± 1.3 mm axially and 6.9 ± 1 mm laterally.
Liquefied Lesion Size, Shape, and Contents Are the Same in Vivo and ex Vivo. The pulsing protocols for ex vivo tissue liquefaction (no thermal damage) developed in our previous work were applied to in vivo and ex vivo porcine liver: The duty factor was kept constant (0.01), while the pulse duration in this set of exposures was varied from 1 ms to 20 ms (t b -16 t b ) for different treatment locations. All of the exposures resulted in an elongated void of approximately 2 × 4 mm in size, filled with what appeared as liquefied tissue debris and no gross signs of thermal damage, i.e., whitening and thickening of the lesion content (Fig. 3 A-D) . When the liquefied debris was removed, the lesion wall, both ex vivo and in vivo, displayed the typical structure of individual liver lobules ( Fig. 3 B and D) . In our previous work, the effect of structured lesion wall was not observed in ex vivo bovine liver or bovine cardiac muscle (11) . This difference is most probably due to the fact that the lobules in porcine liver are separated by thicker connective tissue than those in bovine or human liver, and although the boiling histotripsy exposures destroyed the hepatocyte structure within the lobules, the mechanical disruption of connective tissue was less pronounced. Low magnification histological evaluation of the NADH-stained sections of the liquefied lesions, both in vivo and ex vivo (Fig. 4A) , confirmed the gross findings. No evidence of thermal damage was observed, i.e., the lesion contents and the tissue at the lesion boundary were stained as intensely as the surrounding tissue. Frozen tissue artifact-large elongated ice crystals aligned in groups-is very pronounced within the lesions, indicating that the contents were indeed liquefied. Connective tissue was not stained by nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide-diaphorase (NADH-d), which enabled observation of the outlines of the lobules in the histological image. As seen in gross observations, the lesion was "contained" by the lobule compartments, and much of the connective tissue immediately adjacent to or within the lesion was not destroyed or damaged. Surprisingly, the magnified view of the NADH-d-stained section of a liquid lesion (Fig. 5A) showed a small area of thermal damage confined to the connective tissue within the lesion and to the immediately adjacent hepatocytes. Although this was minor damage compared with the overall lesion volume, this observation indicated that connective tissue may be more susceptible to thermal damage than other tissues. The magnified view of the H&E-stained section of a liquid lesion revealed a very sharply demarcated (1-2 cell lengths or 20-40 μm) lesion border both in vivo and ex vivo (Fig. 5D) . Most of the tissue debris found within the lesion was no larger than the size of a cell nucleus (3-4 μm) (Fig. 6A ).
Lysed Red Blood Cells Are Found in the Lesions Produced in Vivo, but Not ex Vivo. Visually, the contents of lesions in ex vivo and in vivo tissue were somewhat different in appearance. The lesions Fig. 2 . B-mode ultrasound images taken throughout a boiling-histotripsy exposure. The hypoechoic line at the top of the images corresponds to the interface between the tissue and water-filled coupling cone of the HIFU transducer. The first frame illustrates the position of the HIFU focus inside the liver. The pulsing protocol in this particular case was as follows: HIFU pulse duration 10 ms, pulse repetition frequency 1 s, and treatment duration 50 s. After the first HIFU pulse was delivered, a bright hyperechoic region (indicated by the white arrow) appeared at the HIFU focus. Its brightness was the highest immediately after the pulse was delivered, and decreased slightly before the next pulse arrived. The hyperechoic region continued to grow within the next 20 s of exposure, and then its size saturated. During the subsequent 30 s, the size of the hyperechoic region did not change, which is consistent with our previous observations in ex vivo tissues. After the last HIFU pulse was delivered, the hyperechoic region persisted for several seconds (last frame), but eventually faded completely, and the treated region was indistinguishable from the surrounding tissue. However, the maximum size of the hyperechoic region corresponds well (within the resolution of the ultrasound imaging system) to the size of the resulting lesion (Figs. 3 and 4) . Fig. 3 . Representative gross photographs of the boiling-histotripsy lesions induced in ex vivo (A, B, E, and F) and in vivo (C and D) porcine liver by using different HIFU pulsing protocols, in which the duty factor was kept constant (0.01) and the HIFU pulse duration varied (1-500 ms). (A) When short (less than 20 ms) HIFU pulses were used in the ex vivo setting, the outcome was a void filled with liquid of the same color as surrounding tissue, with no signs of thermal denaturation. The liquid could be easily removed (B), and the walls of the remaining cavity repeated the shape of liver lobules (indicated by yellow arrows). The same HIFU treatment delivered in vivo (C) created a void of about the same size as ex vivo, but the liquefied contents were much darker and redder than the surrounding tissue. With the contents removed, the lesion structure also repeated the structure of the liver lobules (yellow arrows). (D) As the HIFU pulse length increased (20-100 ms) in the ex vivo setting, the lesion contents turned into a thick white paste and the lesion edges were blanched (E). In vivo, the thermal damage was not as obvious; the lesion looked essentially the same as the one shown in C. With a further increase in pulse duration (100-500 ms), both in vivo and ex vivo, the lesion turned into a well-defined area of coagulative necrosis containing large vacuoles (F).
produced ex vivo contained liquid that was the same color as surrounding tissue (Fig. 3A) , whereas the lesions produced in vivo were much darker than surrounding tissue and contained what appeared to be blood (Fig. 3C) . Upon histological examination, lysed red blood cells (RBCs) were found in abundance in the liquefied lesions produced in vivo (Fig. 5C ), but were mostly absent in ex vivo samples. It is likely that in vivo, when a small void is formed by the first few HIFU pulses, the leaking of the blood into the void is more intense, compared with the ex vivo case. During the HIFU exposure, most of the red blood cells get lysed, and when the exposure ends, the blood inflow quickly stops, which would explain the absence of intact RBCs.
Large Vessels and Biliary Structures Adjacent to the Lesion Are Resistant
to Boiling Histotripsy Damage. If a structure, consisting of mostly connective tissue, e.g., a blood vessel, was located immediately adjacent to the boiling histotripsy-induced liquefied lesion, it was not damaged by the treatment, as illustrated in Fig. 5A . This image is also representative of another important observation: Large blood vessels, bile ducts, or other soft tissue inhomogeneities located prefocally in the acoustic path did not interfere with the lesion formation. Similar effects of selective tissue damage caused by ultrasound-mediated therapies have been observed in extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy (22) and, recently, in cavitation cloud histotripsy as well (23) .
Respiratory Tissue Motion Results in Larger Volume of Mechanically
Disrupted Tissue. Tissue motion is a challenge in any ablation technique, including boiling histotripsy. If the focal position changes between the sequential HIFU pulses by more than the size of the focal region, several small liquefied voids appear within the focusing range, instead of one large lesion (Fig. 5B) . However, unlike most thermal ablation methods, boiling histotripsy uses pulses that are short enough to neglect tissue motion within the pulse duration. Therefore, gating the pulses by breathing or cardiac motion will likely solve this problem (3).
Altering HIFU Protocol Causes Similar Degree of Thermal Damage to ex Vivo and in Vivo Tissue. According to our previous experience with other ex vivo tissues, the increase in either HIFU pulse duration or duty factor leads to varying degrees of thermal There is no indication of thermal damage, neither to the lesion contents, nor to the surrounding tissue. The higher magnification images stained with H&E (Fig. S6A) indicate that the tissue debris within the lesions are no larger than the cell nucleus. The sizes of the in vivo and ex vivo lesions are similar, and the shapes depend on the lobular structure of tissue: The lesions are "contained" by connective tissue, in accord with gross observations. (B) "Paste" lesions produced by using longer (100 ms) HIFU pulses. The contents of both lesions are liquefied, but thermal denaturation of the lesion contents occurs to a greater extent in vivo than ex vivo. In vivo, the lesion contents are completely thermally denatured, as are the lesion boundaries within a 100-μm margin. Ex vivo, the thermal effects are confined to the small areas adjacent to the connective tissue (blue arrows). The in vivo lesion also contains a continuous area of thermal necrosis with large vacuoles, outlined with blue dotted line. The size of the intact tissue fragments, contained in both lesions, is larger (up to 50 μm) than in the liquid lesion (Fig. 6B ). (C) Vacuolated thermal lesions produced by using a single 500-ms-long HIFU pulse. The size, structure, and degree of thermal damage are very similar in the in vivo and ex vivo lesions. Both lesions contain thermally necrosed tissue with large vacuoles left by the boiling bubbles. The tissue next to the vacuoles is squeezed and disrupted, whereas closer to the lesion border, it appears thermally fixed. Surprisingly, some of the lesions contain viable cells within the blood vessels, as indicated by the black arrows. (Scale bars: 500 μm.) Connective tissue, located within the liquid boiling histotripsy lesions, frequently gets thermally damaged (dotted yellow line), whereas the hepatocytes and the debris thereof are not thermally denatured. If, however, a connective tissue structure (e.g., a blood vessel or a biliary system element) is located immediately adjacent to the lesion, it is not affected (blue arrows) either mechanically or thermally. (B) Multifocal boiling-histotripsy lesion produced under the conditions of significant tissue movement due to breathing and heartbeat. The HIFU pulsing protocol used was designed to produce a single liquid lesion (pulse duration 10 ms, pulse repetition frequency 1 Hz, 50-s duration), but because of tissue motion, the HIFU focus location changed from pulse to pulse, and small liquefied areas formed at several places, but did not merge. Tissue motion is a challenge in boiling histotripsy, which can be addressed by gating the HIFU pulses by breathing or cardiac motion. (C) Lysed RBCs are abundant in the liquid boiling-histotripsy lesions and are seen in the H&E-stained sections of the lesions as a red tint (left side of the image). Intact RBCs were not observed within the lesions, indicating that the blood inflow to the emulsified void continued only through the HIFU exposure and stopped shortly afterward. (D) High magnification H&E stained image of the liquid lesion border, which is very sharp and only one to two cells (10-20 μm) in width. (Scale bars: A and B, 500 μm; C, 100 μm.) damage to tissue due to heat accumulation (11, 13) . In the present study, thermal denaturation of both ex vivo and in vivo porcine liver was observed with an increase in HIFU pulse duration up to 100 ms or ∼80 t b . Fig. 3E shows a gross view of a lesion produced by 100-ms HIFU pulses. The lesion shape and size did not change noticeably compared with the tissue liquefaction regime, but the contents turned into white, thermally denatured paste in the ex vivo setting, and the edges of the lesion became blanched. In the in vivo case, the thermal damage was not obvious by gross observation because of the presence of circulation and the dark background of coagulated blood in the lesion. The general appearance of the lesion was similar to the liquid lesion shown in Fig. 3C . NADH-d stained histological sections (Fig. 4B) of such "paste" lesions in vivo indicated that both the cellular structure of the hepatocytes and the connective tissue were completely destroyed, and the resulting debris were thermally denatured, yet retained a liquid consistency. In the ex vivo case, the thermal damage was confined to regions close to the connective tissue separating the lobules, and did not involve the cellular debris of the hepatocytes themselves, which was consistent with the observations in liquid lesions. This difference can be explained by the lack of circulation and, consequently, a greater heat deposition in the septal regions. In both cases, the paste lesions were not as confined by connective tissue as the liquid lesions, possibly due to heat-induced denaturation of the connective tissue. The size of the tissue debris in the paste lesion both in vivo and ex vivo was larger (up to 100 μm) than the size of the debris in the liquid lesion (Fig. 6B) .
Further increase of the HIFU pulse length led to the formation of a solid thermal lesion with large vacuoles left from the boiling bubbles, both in vivo and ex vivo (Fig. 3F) . This type of lesion will be referred to as "vacuolated thermal." According to the histological images stained with NADH-d (Fig. 4C) , thermal denaturation of the tissue within the lesion was complete, in both in vivo and ex vivo cases.
Discussion
The boiling histotripsy method offers a unique capability to locally fractionate (liquefy) bulk tissue into fragments smaller than the cell nucleus. We have demonstrated here, to our knowledge for the first time, that this method is successful in producing liquefied lesions in vivo. We have performed these experiments in bulk porcine liver tissue under diagnostic ultrasound guidance and monitoring and found that the treatment outcome, e.g., the degree of tissue fractionation and thermal damage in the lesion, and the lesion size and shape thereof, was generally very similar in in vivo and ex vivo tissue. Certain differences, such as the presence of lysed RBCs in the lesion in vivo, were identified and related to the presence of circulation in the in vivo case.
The single lesions that were produced here were roughly 2 mm × 3 mm in size, whereas in the clinically relevant ablation applications, the volume of tissue to be removed is much larger. The larger ablation volume can be achieved by steering the HIFU focus, either mechanically or electronically, over the desired area, and all of the commercially available HIFU arrays offer that option (19) . Moreover, as shown in our previous ex vivo experiments, the size of a single liquefied lesion is inversely proportional to the HIFU frequency and can, therefore, be controlled by the choice of this parameter (8) .
As seen from the results of both ex vivo and in vivo experiments, connective tissue is much more resistant to the mechanical damage produced by boiling histotripsy than other tissue types, most probably due to the high tensile strength of the collagen present in the septum, which makes it difficult to mechanically damage this region. This effect is certainly a drawback if cutting through connective tissue is the desired outcome, but in the situation for which the structures next to the target (such as a blood vessel, tumor capsule, or organ lining) are to be spared, it can be a distinct advantage.
The extent of thermal effects induced by different boiling histotripsy pulsing protocols was shown to be consistent between ex vivo and in vivo tissue of the same type. This observation provides a great opportunity to use exposures in the ex vivo tissue as a validated substitute for some of the preliminary in vivo experiments. Interestingly, the thermal damage to porcine kidney in this study was observed at much longer HIFU pulse durations (40 t b ) compared with the pulse durations that were sufficient to induce thermal denaturation in ex vivo bovine heart or liver tissue considered in our previous studies (5 t b ) (13), which demonstrates that vivo histotripsy protocol design is tissue specific.
We have successfully used conventional B-mode ultrasound imaging for targeting and monitoring the boiling histotripsy treatment. The maximum size of the hyperechoic region seen at the focus during the exposure corresponded well (within the resolution limit of the imaging system) to the size of the resulting lesion. The lesion itself could not be visualized by the imaging system, but this may be due to insufficient spatial resolution provided by the probe that was used in the study. The use of higher frequency, linear array probes would likely solve that problem.
Overall, with the use of multielement HIFU arrays for rapid beam steering, and higher frequency ultrasound probes for treatment guidance and monitoring, boiling histotripsy can become a powerful ablation technique. As the use of HIFU becomes more and more accepted as an important clinical treatment for a number of pathologies and medical conditions, boiling histotripsy is an approach that can utilize existing commercial clinical systems while addressing the important limitations facing the increased use of focused ultrasound for therapy. In particular, the use of diagnostic ultrasound instead of MR thermometry will dramatically decrease the cost of the procedure. Unlike thermal ablation techniques, boiling histotripsy is not affected by the heat-sink effect of the large blood vessels and, due to tissue selectivity, is capable of treating the immediately adjacent tissue. Thermal effects on the intervening tissues-heating of the ribs and skin burns, which are important problems in conventional HIFU treatments-are also avoided in boiling histotripsy.
Methods
HIFU Pulsing Protocol Design. In this study, the HIFU transducer was operated at the peak acoustic output power of 240 W, in a pulsed regime (Fig. S1 ). At this output power, the amplitude of the shock front that forms at the focus in tissue is 87-102 MPa, depending on the depth of focus location. The corresponding time to reach boiling temperature, according to weak shock theory, is then 0.9-1.2 ms (12) . According to our previous findings in ex vivo tissue, the duty factor (ratio of the pulse duration and the pulse repetition period) and the ratio between the time to reach boiling, t b , and the pulse Fig. 6 . Magnified view of the H&E-stained histological sections of the debris contained in liquid (A) and paste (B) lesions produced in vivo. Ice crystal formation is pronounced in both images, indicating that the lesion contents is mostly liquefied. Both lesions contain a few intact cell nuclei (blue arrows), that are much more abundant in the paste lesion. The latter also contains larger tissue fragments, up to 100 μm in size, outlined by yellow dotted lines. (Scale bars: 50 μm.) duration determine the treatment outcome (11, 13) . To find the correlation between HIFU parameter space and treatment outcome in vivo (in terms of the degree of thermal damage to tissue and tissue fractionation), different pulsing schemes were used. Total exposure time (50 s) and duty factor (0.01) were kept constant while changing the HIFU pulse duration within a 1-ms to 500-ms range (1-500 t b ), more specifically: 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, and 500 ms (seven different exposure protocols total).
Animal Experiments. All procedures in the animal experiments followed the protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Washington. The animals were housed in a facility at the University of Washington that is fully accredited by the Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care International. The animals were cared for by a full-time veterinary staff. Before each experiment, the animal was anesthetized with Telazol premedication and then masked with isoflurane. Thereupon the liver was exteriorized and 2-5 HIFU exposures thereof were performed. The animal was euthanized immediately after the HIFU exposures were complete, and the liver was excised.
In vivo HIFU exposures were performed in 12 pigs. In two animals, the resulting lesions were examined grossly (n = 1-2 per each of the seven exposure protocols). In 10 animals, the lesions were collected for histology. At each experiment, several (2-4) different HIFU exposure protocols were randomly chosen, so that overall n = 4 histological samples of each of the seven exposure protocols were collected.
Additional HIFU sonications were induced ex vivo in two freshly excised porcine livers. Per each exposure protocol, n = 3 samples were collected for histology and one sample examined grossly and photographed.
Preparation of the Histological Samples. Sequential 8-μm-thick slices were collected from the middle of each lesion, and one of the sections was stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). Hematoxylin stains the cell nuclei blue/ purple, whereas eosin stains the cytoplasm, connective tissue, and other extracellular substances pink or red, thus allowing the visualization of tissue structure and its mechanical disruption. The other section was stained for NADH-d activity to evaluate the extent of thermal damage. In this enzyme histological stain, tissue that contains active NADH-d (an enzyme produced by mitochondria) is stained blue/purple and is considered viable, whereas thermally killed tissue remains unstained. The NADH-d stain is routinely used in evaluation of the results of RF ablation (24) .
